The Mana World Holding Trust
First and foremost, we use the term "TRUST" (Mana World Holding Trust – Bank for
International Settlement Registration FMCA777888777888999) simply as a descriptive
mechanism. The effective and legal description is what is called the "12th Banking Jurisdiction”
and is essentially a sovereign nation (country) with its own country code. The TRUST is a
CENTRAL BANK, on a par with the US FEDERAL RESERVE and all other 67 global Central
banks. The TRUST is what is considered the Backend to the present global banking systems (the
Actual the TRUST is essentially the Capital behind those institutions. (account/asset holders)
and is on a par with the World Bank, IMF and BIS as well. The TRUST was established in the
early 1800s for the purpose of funding " public good projects". The TRUST was formally
reestablished in 1949 with 600 "Trustees" who's task it was to provide funding for projects for
the benefit the people of the world. Each Country in the world has its own accounts, fully funded
and ready for its assigned purpose. The TRUST today has fewer “trustees" due to significant
abuse, over the last 50 years, of the capital accounts by number and managing banks.
The Contract binding the "trustees" to the TRUST since 1949, expired in 2008, was renewed
until 2013 and is now completely terminated. In basic English, the Rothschild/Rockefeller
banking system (SWIFT) has proven since 2008 to be unreliable and far too many issues have
arisen impeding the TRUST from accomplishing it stated purpose. The preferred but not only
mechanism for distributing funding is through the INTERBANK transfer system RTGS (Real
Time Gross Settlement), i.e. BlueScreen, FedWire, or Treasury Direct Access. This affords the
TRUST to keep the INTEGRITY of the funding and purpose intact.
The TRUST today operates Funding options with 3 possible variants
1. Fully Public Funding (not repaid)
2. Public Private Funding, (a loan is created, and the capital is repaid to a 3rd party bank, for
use in a further/subsequent project)
3. Private funding for startup companies (low interest loan re payable over designated
period of time)
FUNDAMAENTAL PROJECT CONDITIONS
 NO FUNDING FOR WEAPONS or WEAPONRY
 NO FUNDING FOR ENVIRONMENTAL DESTRUCTION (land clearing,
deforestation, etc.)
METHOD OF INTERACTION
The TRUST has several Liaisons, A gentlemen named Mr. Sanford Ellis, is one. He is the first
point of contact. The process begins with a conference call with Mr. Ellis, and from that point
forward, access to a BLUESCREEN (RTGS), at which point all letters of Authority,
Authentication, Project Contract & terms, validation and legal authority are exchanged. The
TRUST possesses all forms of clearances from the Department of Homeland Security, FBI and
DOJ in the United States, but once again, access to the Bluescreen system is required. There are
no upfront or after costs to the end user or special considerations or fees.
If this is of interest to you, please let me know and I will make arrangements for a call with Mr.
Sanford Ellis.

